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In the past five years thi:-e have been new experimental programs to measure decay heat (i.e., time dependent
beta- plus gamma-ray energy release rates from the decay of fission products) following thermal-neutren fission
of 2 3 5U, 2"Pu, and 21|1Pu for times after fission between 1 andi-105 sec. Experimental results from the ORNL
program stress the very short times following fission, particularly in the first few hundred sec. Complementing
the experimental effort, computer codes have bean developed for the computation of decay heat by summation of
calculated individual energies released by each one of the fission products. By suitably combining the results
of the summation calculations with the recent experimental results, a new Decay Heat Standard has been developed
for application to safety analysis of operations of light water reactors. The new standard indicates somewhat
smaller energy release rates than those being used at present, and the overall uncertainties assigned to the
new standard are much smaller than those being used at present.

E35U> 239pu> 2MJ.U (n)f), measured 8 and y spectra Eg = 0 to 8 MeV and By = 0 to 8 MeV for times 1
after fission between 2 and 11)000 sec. Deduced time-dependent energy release rates. J

Impetus for Definitive Measurements of Decay Heat

Between 1971 and 1973 the U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission conducted a series of hearings on the
effectiveness of Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS)
pertaining to the safety of light water nuclear power
reactors. The results of these hearings were regula-
tions1 specifying acceptance criteria for the perform-
,ance of the design ECCS of existing and proposed light
water power reactors. Included in these regulations
[are specifications for several technical aspects of j
'the determinations of the effectiveness of a design i
'ECCS, including (Ref. 1, Appendix K) the specification
of the heat generation rates from radioactive decay
of fission products ("Decay Heat").

The purpose of these regulations is to ensure that
the ECCS of a nuclear power plant will be able to cool
the reactor in the event of one of the most serious
possible accidents considered credible by the Commis-
sion, namely the Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA).
,The regulations contain detailed specifications of
'the necessary features of the models used to analyze
the LOCA and establish.the adequacy of the design ;

!ECCS. Conservative assumptions must be made in the
•analysis of a LOCA, which specify the worst (i.e.
most damaging) circumstance for each of the separate

; phenomena that can occur during a LOCA. A represen-
I tation of part of an analysis of a typical "worst-case"
'LOCA is given in Fig. 1, showing the expected
|temperature of the cladding due to the indicated ;
iheat source.2'3 !

; In this figure, the major phases of the IOCA are i
schematically illustrated. An unexpected pipe j

I rupture occurs in one of the cold legs at t * 0, .
'and the blowdown phase is initiated, lasting about :
10 sec. The cladding temperature rises, due partly .
jto the decay heat, and partly to the equalizing of
(the temperature gradient within the fuel. The ECCS ;
then begins to refill the reactor and after a minute
or so the core is completely covered and the cladding
temperature reaches a peak. Some time later, four j
to six minutes in the example in Fig. 1, the • , j
cladding temperature decreases to a stable, low j
jvalue, and presumably the emergency has been brought j
• under control. i
I . i

Of course, the actual scenario will depend very j
much on the particular reactor design and character !
of the LOCA that occurs. Indeed, the example in ;
Fig. 1 is very simplified, and the results of research .

! effortr, to understand the various phenomena that1 ,
! occur Curing the refill-reflood stages are not I
!considered in this report. The main point here is j
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: Fig. 1. Fuel element cladding temperature as a
i function of shutdown time for a typical "worst-
; case" LOCA. The time scale (abscissa) is
\ intended only to be schematic; maximum cladding
; temperatures may occur earlier or later than
t shown depending upon assumptions made.

i

to suggest that the critical time period is of the
order of minutes when the cladding temperature reaches
the maximum allowed by the regulations, and that one
should expect to bring the emergency under control
within 15 rain or so. Consequently, most of the
research into the individual parts of a LOCA have
concentrated on this time interval. |
. i
; The existing regulations (Ref. 1, Appendix K) .
jspecify that decay-heat generations rates used in the
(design of the ECCS shall be assumed to be 1.2 times
;the value for infinite operating time, as given in j
,the 1971 (revised in 1973) American Nuclear Draft i
Standard1* "Decay Energy Release Bates Following !
Shutdown of Uranium Fueled Thermal Reactors/' The (
factor 1.2 was selected to encompass uncertainties in .
the values of decay heat given in that standard. The ;

decay-heat values and uncertainties given in that
(standard are shown in Fig. 2. The upper limit of the
(assigned uncertainty, popularly known as "A.N.S.+ 20?,".
lis used at present as the design decay-heat generation '
'rate for a given time after shutdown.

One concern with this choice for the specification :
lin the regulation was that the uncertainty bands shown •.
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Fig. 2. The A.N.S. standard for fission-product1

decay heat due to thermal-neutron fission of
235U (Ref. k). The dashed curve labelled
"A.K.S. + 20?S" indicates the decay-heat
generation rates specified in the regulations
(Ref. 1) to be used in a LOCA analysis. The
data points have been derived from the ORNL
experimental data as described in the test.

in Fig. 2 were apparently chosen by inspection on the
,basis that they encompassed all of the then available
!data rather than a detailed evaluation and error
;analysis of these data. This criticism prompted two
'detailed evaluations of the available experimental
jdata using more rigorous mathematical techniques. In
•the review by Scatena and Upham of General Electric
•Corporation,' all input data were equally weighted,
and the "best fit" curve for 235U vas obtained by
.means of a polynomial regression method. These
jauthors determined a set of recommended values for :

!decay-heat generation that were close to the solid
1 curve shown in Fig. 2, being larger for shutdown
: times less than U sec and for times around a day. '
The analysis yielded one-standard deviation (lo)
uncertainties of 2-3!5 in the important time
interval (shutdown time < 2000 sec), and the authors
jrecommended that using their decay heat generation
I rates plus twice their lo uncertainties should be
preferred to the use of "A.U.S. + 20!8." Had their
suggestion been adopted the specified decay-heat
generation rate would have been smaller than "A.N.S.
+ 20JS" for shutdown times between 1 and 1000 sec,
and therefore the normal operating power of the I
reactor would be greater than that allowed under ;
existing regulations. !

JAt about the same time as the release of the Scacena,
'Upham report, at ORHL Perry, Maienschein, and Voridy
'completed their analysis6 of decay-heat data. These
authors evaluated the existing data, assigned veighting:
factors, and obtained decay heat generation rateŝ  and
•uncertainties by normal statistical procedures. The
i

decay-heat values they obtained were quite close to
the values given in the A.U.S. standard; however,
their la deviation for most of the shutdown period
of interest was "v< 15?. Hence, using twice the la
uncertainties added to the nominal values for decay
heat would result in values larger than "A.N.S. + 20JS."

The major concern about the results of both of
these studies was the fact that most of the experi-
mental data being analyzed had not been obtained
optimally for decay heat generation determination,
and so had to be manipulated into common bases. In
addition, all of the data and analyses were for
thermal-neutron fission of 2 3 5U; fissions from Pu in
the fuel were to be treated using the same decay-heat
generation rates given for 235U. Clearly, these were
questions that could be resolved experimentally, and
so four experimental programs were initiated in the
United States. All four of these programs7"10 have
completed their experimental goals, and the present ,
status of the experimental programs is given in Table I.:

The ORML Decay-Heat Experiments '

' At the beginning of the present research program it
was felt that the really important shutdown interval
for decay-heat measurements was between 1 and 2000
sec for the reasons given in the discussion of Fig. 1.
The upper time limit, 2000 sec, was deemed reasonable

, for a second reason. By this time after shutdown the
• decay heat is dominated by contributions from the
i longer-lived fission products which have been exten-
J sively studied and for which nuclear decay properties
i are presumably well known. Contributions to the
decay heat for the first few minutes, however, come
from hundreds of short-lived fission products, which
are much more difficult to study radiochemically, and
so their nuclear decay properties are not as well
known. Therefore, we proposed11 an experiment

: designed to emphasize the study of the contributions
to the decay heat by the short-lived fission products.

! The second aspect of the ORNL experimental plan
that was different from the other experiments was the
decision to measure differential yield spectra. !

• gamma rays and beta rays separately, rather than an
1 integrated total energy-release rate. The reason
; for this choice was the anticipated need to challenge
; the emerging new ability to calculate decay heat by
• the summation method. In the United States at least
! five new computer programs12 were in various stages
of development at the time of the beginning of this

; program. A data base is required for these calcu- ;

'• lations which includes rates-of-production and •
, energies and branching ratios of the decay products '.
for all fission products created during the fission j
process. Compilations of such data exist;13 however, :

especially for short-lived nuclides, the data are •
incomplete and the compilations contain substantial j
contributions from theoretical estimations. Even '
with the modest energy resolution of the Nal j
spectrometer that was used for the ORNL gamma ray |
energy-release measurements it is anticipated that !
the gamma-ray spectral data will provide substantial j
assistance to evaluators of nuclear data files in |
improving the data bases. .

As indicated in Table I, the 0R1JL measurements
were made with the shortest irradiation times of
any of the measurements. These short irradiation
times enhance the contributions to the decay heat
by the short-lived nuclides by reducing build up j
of the longer-lived nuclides during the irradiation.
In addition, the short irradiations effectively elim-
inate uncertainties associated with sample depletion,

I



Table I. Decay Heat Measurements in the United States 1971i-19T9.

Laboratory Type of Experiment
Fuel Elements

Studied Irradiation Times Reference

Los Alamos

Intelcom
Rad Tech

Cryogenic Calorimeter 2 3 5U, 2 3 9Pu,

Nuclear"Calorimeter" 2 3 5U, 239Pu

University of Standard Calorimeter
California "J

ORNL Separate Beta- and 2 3 5U, 2 3 9Pu,
Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy

20000 sec

1000 sec, 20000 sec, 2it hr

1 hr, it hr, 22.35 hr

1, 10, 100 sec 10

neutron capture by fission products, and the sensi-
tivity to variations in fission rate that might occur
over a long irradiation period. :

In the course of developing a new standard to
replace that shown in Fig. 2, it was necessary to
obtain the decay-heat function f(t) defined as the
rate of energy release t seconds following an instan-
taneous pulse of fissions,6'11* having units of
(MeV/sec)/fission. This function is easy to estimate
from the ORNL data. The differential energy spectra
are obtained from the experimental differential yield
ispectra by multiplying N(E) by E, where E is either
lEg or Ey. Then integrating these energy spectra gives
•the total beta-ray or gamma-ray energy release data to
provide values of the total integral energy release
'for experimental parameters of Tj.rrad>

 Twait> and
Teount- The pulse function, f(t), can be determined
from the total integral data if the total integral
energy release is divided by the counting time, and
the time t is taken to be

T +0.
wait

(T + T )v irrad count' (1)

The difference between this estimate and an "exact"
value is very small10 if Twait is > (T i r r a d + TCount>

The pulse function, f(t), may be used to obtain a
; function F(Twait.

 Tirrad) defining the energy release
per fission Twait seconds following an operating
period of tCirrB.d sec> a s follows:

F ( Twaif Tirrad>
wait

wait

irrad
f(t) dt . (2)

|Thus, once the function f(t) has been determined, one
jmay compute the decay-heat curves for any T^rra(j, and
.in particular tor T.irrad. (In actual practice,
i ^- ~ — — ^ ^ ^ ^L^l • — — *

:1O13 sec is taken to be an "infinite" period of
operation.) ;

I As mentioned above, the original experimental j
program anticipated that an upper limit of Tva^t {
•of 2000 sec would be sufficiently long so that the i
i experimental data would mesh with calculations using !
I compilations of radioehemical data. Preliminary gamma-
'ray measurements provided a surprise; the measured
I data agreed with calculations for Twait between 50
[and 800 see, but diverged from calculations for Twait
ibetween 800 and 10000 sec. So, the upper time limit
iwas extended to lU000 sec (about If hr). This
| extension of the total time of experimental measure- •

ments has an important additional advantage, in that '
the ORNL data can now be compared with the standard
shown in Fig. 2 with very little adjustment. The

1 normalization, which is additive, is obtained from a
' summation calculation for Twait = 12000 sec, which as
j can be observed in Fig. 2, is " 0.85? of total
'• operating power. At 2.2 sec following shutdown of
i ̂ irrad = °°> tlle "experimental" datum shown as 5.5" of
! the total operating power includes 0.8555 from calcu- ,
I lation and h.65% experimental. In this manner one I
j may determine that the experimental contributions to
; the data points shown in Fig. 2 are 85$ at 2.2 see,
' 51$ at 1200 sec, and 103 at 101* sec.

It is more instructive to compare the ORNL results
with summation calculations in the pulse represen-
tation. This function, f(t), decrease with t roughly
as t"1. Hence for presentation purposes it has become
common practice to illustrate the "pulse" function :
as t x f(t). This representation has the advantage

( of expressing the t x f(t) axis on linear graphics,
• but the disadvantage of magnifying an error in t. ;
. Acknowledging this defect, the beta-ray data for 2 3 5U ,
! are presented in Fig. 3 in this format for comparison
! with summation calculation15 and with other similar •
! experimental data sets.16 The present data agree .
• very well with the earlier data for t between 15 and '
! 500 sec, but not .so well with the calculation in
j this time interval. For longer t the agreement with •
! calculation is better, although there is a divergence •
i among the experimental data sets. :

! The ORNL gamma-ray data for 2 3 5U are presented in
i similar format in Fig. h. The present data are
I smaller than the other experimental data,17 although
within assigned uncertainties of previous ORNLmeasure-
' ments. The comparison of calculation15 vith the
j present data is good for t between 20 and 1000 sec :
I and for t > 5000 sec. There is a disagreement for .
i t < 10 see which may be indicative of incomplete I
I information in the basic data files. The disagreement
j for t between 1000 sec and 5000 sec is unexpected,
i and suggests that further study is needed in this
I time interval.
!
I As indicated in Table 1, data were obtained "or
239pu in the same format as for

 2 3 SU. The "pulse"
results, t x f(t), are compared with previous experi-
] mental data18 and with calculations19 for beta rays
1 in Fig. 5 and with summation calculations1' for gamma
j rays in Fig. 6. One may observe that the character
of the comparison for beta-ray decay heat in Fig. 5

1 f o r 239^ i s siniiar to that in Fig. 3 for
 2 3 5U.

. For the gamma-ray data (compare Figs. U and 6)
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Fig. 3. Beta energy emission rate following an
instantaneous pulse of thermal-neutron fissions
of 235U. The abscissa, t, is the time after a
pulse of fissions. The ordinate is a quantity
derived by multiplying the pulse function, f(t),
by t as described in the text. The calculation
was carried out by E. Schenter (see Ref. 15).
The solid circles represent the ORNL data. The
open triangles are aata of MeNair, et al., the
open squares are data of MacMahon, et̂  al., and
the open circles are data of Tsoulfanidis,
et_ al. (see Kef. 16).
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Fig. It. Photon energy emission rate for thermal-
neutron fission of 23SU. The solid circles
represent the present ORNL data. The calcu-
lation was carried out by R. Schenter (see
Ref. 15). The open squares are the aata of
Peelle, et̂  al., the open circles are the
data of Fisher and Engle, and "the open
triangles are the data of Bunney and Sam (see
Ref. 17).
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Fig. 5- Beta energy emission rate following an
instantaneous pulse of thermal-neutron fissions
of 239Pu. The axes are the same as Fig. 3. The
solid circles represent the present data, and
the open circles represent the data of McKair
and Keith (Ref. 18). The calculation is from
Ref. 19.

there is a definite difference; the experimental data
for 239Pu are > the calculated data for all times
I after shutdown.

i Data for 2l(1Pu were also obtained, and the ORNL
I experimental program is the only one to do so. The
| importance of 2lt'Pu may be estimated from calcu-
lations20 indicating that for an average burnup of
= 32,900 Mwd/metric ton in a water reactor, the fissile
|Pu in the discharge is O.T1* times as great as the
i235U discharge, and the 2l<1Pu content is >v> 1/6 of the
[fissile Pu. Thus, because of the larger fission

Fig. 6. Photon energy emission rate following
an instantaneous pulse of thermal-neutron
fissions of 239Pu. The solid circle represent
the present data. The calculation is from
Ref. 19.

cross sections, the fission rate at discharge due to
Pu will be approximately equal to that due to 2 3 5U,
and "» 25% of the Pu fission rate will be due to
fission of 21tlPu. '

i

The major difficulty encountered for the 2l|IPu |
experiment was in the fabrication of samples. The j

; sample material tended to "creep" out of the sample
I containers. Because of the extreme biological
] hazard of this material, and because of the difficulty
| in detecting 21|IPu contamination, each sample after ;'
^fabrication vas checked twice using a special



low-energy beta-ray detection system. More than 50?
of the samples had to be rejected. Because of
limitations of material, fewer 2ltlPu samples were run
than were run for either 235U or 239Pu. Consequently,
there was a loss in precision for the final data for
2<<1Pu which was not completely compensated for by
;improved efficiencies in data taking that had been
learned from experience. The precision obtained,
;however, is commensurate with that needed for decay-
;heat application.
!
j The data obtained for beta-ray energy-release rates
|are shown in Fig. 7 compared with results for 235U
:and 239Pu shown in Figs. 3 and ?• The beta-ray data
are definitely larger than the beta-ray data for 235U
for the time interval of interest in a LOCA, becoming
•smaller for t > 2000 sec. For the gamma-ray data,
•shown in Fig. 8, the 21tlPu data have the same energy-
release rates for t < UOO sec as those for 235U. Thus,
the pulse function, f(t), for 2l(1Pu is larger than that
for 235U in the important time period t < 500 sec. :
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; Fig. 7. Beta energy emission rate following
an instantaneous pulse of thermal-neutron
fissions of 21|1Pu compared with data for
Z35U (see Fig. 3) and for 239Pu (see Fig. 5).

; The "pulse" data obtained for 239Pu and 21tlPu
were integrated using, in effect, En.. (2), to obtain
(the "infinite" irradiation representation, similar to
ithat shown for the 235U data in Fig. 2. Then the
(ratios of the ZSSpu/aaSu data and 2I(li>u/235U data
were obtained, and these are shown in Fig. 9. The
llarge and consistent error bars shown in this figure
jindicate that there is a high degree of correlation
laoong the data sets, since the error bars were
!obtained assuming independence of each of the sets of
idata for the three nuclides studied. It is likely,
,therefore, that the true uncertainties associated
Iwith the ratios plotted in Fig. 9 °re much less than
jshown in this figure. However, until a detailed
I error analysis is completed indicating which
juncertainties among the three isotopes studied are
I correlated, the correct la uncertainties cannot be
{obtained; one may assume that the error bars shown
|are very conservative estimates of,the uncertainties
iassociated with the plotted ratios.
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Fig. 8. Photon energy emmision rate following
an instantaneous pulse of thermal-neutron
fissions of 21tlPu compared with data for 235U
(see Fig. k) and for 239Pu (see Fig. 6).
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j Fig. 9. Ratio of energy-released rates due
to thermal-neutron fission of 2l<1Pu to that ,

. due to 235U (solid points) and of 239Pu to
: that due to 235U (open points) for an
; infinite" irradiation.

Concerning the Hew A.K.S. Decay-Heat Standard

Concurrent with the new experimental programs and
new calculational abilities, a new decay-heat standard21

was initiated to replace the draft standard shown in
Fig. 2. Data from the four programs given in Table 1
'were used, as were data obtained from the French
• program in decay heat.22 Data for 2 35U from the
four American experiments is shown in Fig. 10; all of
the data, including one set from summation calcu-
lations, and the draft standard" data set, are shown
on an infinite irradiation basis. Three of the '•
;experimental data sets and that from the summation j
i calculation agree quite well. The University of !
I California (UCB) experiment9 reports data somewhat j
larger than data from the other experiments for ;
Twait * 'tOO sec. The reported uncertainties i
associated with the UCB data are quite large in this '
itime region, and reflect the difficulties encountered .
I in the experiment.

The new standard contains tabulated decay-heat i
energy-release rates for three nuclides, 235U and :
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Fig. 10. Fission-product energy release following a long period of thermal-
neutron fissioning of 235U. The summation calculation was obtained using
ORIGEIJ (Ref. 12) and the ENDF/B-IV data file (Ref. 13). The 1973 A.N.S.
standard was obtained from Ref. It. The data sets are from Intelcom Rad
Tech (Ref. 8), Los Alamos (Ref. 7), University of California (Ref. 9), and
the present results (Ref. 10); all data sets vere adjusted to agree vith
summation calculations for data obtained at the longest time after shutdown
for the particular experiment. ;

239Pu thermal fission and 238U fast fission, in both ,
the "pulse" respresentation f(t) and the "infinite"
representation F(Twaitl 10

13 sec). For ease in use in'
computer codes, the three f(t) sets have been fitted
jusing the functional representation, :

f(t)
23
I a. a"*i* (3)

iwith tabular values of the parameters
'each of the three nuclides.

and X± for

i The tabular values for Z35U and 239Pu v»re obtained
ifrom least-squares fitting 1<l>23 of the experimental !
•data sets combined with a data set obtained from i
jsummation calculations. The experimental data were j
(weighted according to the uncertainties assigned by ;
;the experimentalists. The weighting of the summation '
[calculation was somewhat arbitrary, since analysis of
|the uncertainties associated with the separate cbm-
iponents entering into the summation calculations
lyielded overall uncertainties to the calculated decay
;heat2* which would have overwhelmed the experimentally
'.obtained data with the weighting method used. For
1 __ j i

1°5 s e 0 the standard relies solely on summation
'. calculation results. For fast fission of 23eU the
; standard is determined only from summation calculations.

The standard is likely the most precise for thermal !
fission of 2 3 5U, since there are more experimental
data, and since the separate components of summation
calculations (e.g. fission yields, energy releases,
half lives, etc., of the fission products) are better
known for 235U than for the other nuclides. In
Fig. 11 the results for 2 3 % in the new standard
are compared with the 1971 draft standard1* in the
same format as shown in Fig. 2. The uncertainties
shown for the new standard are two standard deviations,
and are obtained rigorously from the least-squares
analyses. That is, the uncertainties assigned to the
new standard are obtained from a mathematical analysis
: and not a best educated guess.

j For 239Pu there are fewer data, and in addition
: there is an unexplained (an unresolved) overall i
inormalization discrepancy between the ORNL and LASL
. data of ̂  103, greater than the sum of the individual
, experimental uncertainties of the two experiments by
• almost a factor of two, the LASL data being larger

••';!'.•
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the 1973 A.H.S. standard
for fission product decay heat due to thermal-
neutron fission of 235U given in Ref. It with
the 1978 A.tf.S. standard given in Ref. 21. Mote •
that the uncertainties associated with the new
A.N.S. standard are two standard deviations.

than the ORIIL data. Absolute normalization of the IRT
239Pu data were not available at the time of the
analysis for the 239Pu decay-heat curve; the most
recent report indicates that the IRT data lie between
the ORHL and LASL data. The major consequence of
the ORNL-LASL disagreement was that the least-squares
analysis gave larger la uncertainties (I4-5S) assigned
to the 2"Pu decay-heat data set in the standard.
However, since the decay heat from 239Pu is rather
less than that from 2 3 5U, as indicated in Fig. 9, '
even with the increased uncertainties given in the
standard, the overall contribution from « 3Pu is less
than from 2 3 5U, and so the old standard's prescription
of usinj the one set of energy-release data (for \
235rj) f0r all fissioning nuclides in the fuel has
resulted in additional conservatism in the determi-
nation of the consequences of a LOCA.

Although decay heat from fast fission of 238U was
determined solely ffom summation calculations, it was
important to include this source explicitly, because
for T w a l t < 100 sec, fast fission of

 238U results in
more decay-heat energy release than does thermal
fission of 235U. In addition, calculations25 indicate
that 7-9!! of the fissions in a light water reactor
are due to fast-neutron fission of Z 3 BU. ;

Further details of the experimental programs listed
in Table 1, the development and complete discussion
of the new standard, and several examples of its use ,
are given in a recent review paper.26 j

What Remains to be Done

: For light water reactor technology there is a
definite need for experimental measurements of decay
heat for fast-neutron fission of 238U. \ As mentioned
above, calculations suggest that 1-9% of the fissions
1 in a light water reactor are from fast-neutron fission
of 2 3 BU, and the actual value may be larger. In
addition, as shown in Figs. 3-6 there is the tendency .
of the summation calculations to underpredict the ••

decay-heat pulse function, f(t), for t < 100 sec.
This concern accounts for the rather large uncer-
tainties assigned to the decay heat from fast-
neutron fission of 238U in the standard. For alter-
nate fuel cycles, there is a need to experimentally
determine decay heat from fast fission of 239Pu and
2 M P u and possibly of 2>t5Cm, and further experi-
mental work on thermal fission of 233U will be
valuable» -

For summation calculations much experimental
• research needs to be done on the fission yields of
the several Pu nuclides and perhaps 2l*5Cm, and much
needs to be done on the decay modes and half lives
of the many fission products that are created. Even

' many of the long-lived nuclides need to be studied,
not only to provide better accuracy but in sone
instances to correct information thought to be valid.2

' Nuclides having short half lives need to be studied,
' and results of all of these studies need to be
entered more rapidly into the evaluated files. In
this regard, a communication from G. Rudstam28

reports improved calculational results for beta-ray
: energy release in the period t < 15 sec when including
specifically beta-ray experimental data for short-
lived fission products recently obtained at Studsvik.

For the new A.H.S. standard, the major improvement
that can be easily put into effect would be to include
explicitly the decay heat from thermal fission of
2l*ipu. Secondly, the analysis leading to the standard
for thermal fission of 235U might be redone in light
of the final uncertainty analysis for the ORNL data.
As mentioned above, in the least-squares analysis11*
the separate data sets were weighted according to tiie
uncertainties assigned to the data by the measurers.
At that time the uncertainties assigned to the ORNL
data10 had been determined most conservatively by
our group assuming no correlations among the various
contributions to the total uncertainties assigned
to the data. The ORNL uncertainties were larger

i than uncertainties from either the LASL or IRT
• experiments when the new standard was developed, and
: so the latter dominated the overall normalization of
i the new standard for 235U. Since then, a complete
' uncertainty analysis has been done for the ORNL data,
' determining all of the correlations in the various
i parts of this experiment, and providing a complete i
covariance matrix of uncertainties.29 The conse-

, quence of the use of the more accurate set of
1 uncertainties for the ORNL data would be that the
! ORNL data would have somewhat more influence in the
I absolute normalization of the least-squares result,
! and so the values of the decay heat from thermal
j fission of 235U would be somewhat smaller in magnitude
1 than given in the present standard. How much smaller
is difficult to estimate, possibly several percent,

i but likely not as much as

j As might be ascertained from the above discussion,
:! I am of the opinion that the new (1978) standard for
I decay heat from thermal-neutron fission of 235U is •
still somewhat too large, even if smaller than has '
been used in the past (see Fig. 11). Applying the new

' standard to the analysis of a LOCA to establish the
adequacy of a design ECCS should yield a conservative
result, and so therefore the new standard can be used
for this purpose with confidence. (In this regard,
had the ORNL data been 5-7? larger than the standard,
rather than the other way around, I would urge much :

! more caution in the intended use of the standard.)

j According to a recent evaluation,30 the total
! amount of fission product beta- plus gamma-ray energy .
i available "v 1 msec after thermal fission of 235U is ;



ij 12.7 MeV/fission. From the "experimental" results
shown in Fig. 2, 10 sec following shutdown of an
"infinite" operation, about It.5!? of the total
operating power, or about 9.0 MeV/fission, is still
available. That is, about 29JS of the energy available
following shutdown of an "infinite" operation is
released during the first 10 sec of the shutdown.
Clearly, this substantial amount of energy must be
due to the decay of short-lived fission products for
which there is little hard experimental information
about their nuclear properties. If one assumed that
this amount of energy were released by a single radio-
nuclide, one would compute the half life of this
nuclide to be about 20 sec. About half of this
pseudo radionuclide would be created during the last
20 sec of an "infinite" operation! It must be evident
that a (possibly unnoticed) power excursion in the
last minute of operation can have an important effect
on the consequences of a LOCA. It is also apparent
that the rather large contribution to the total
available decay heat at shutdown due to the last few
hundred sec of operation has not been fully appre-
ciated; nearly all of the recent experimental research
has been for Tirrad very long compared to the shutdown
times of interest in a LOCA analysis.

The OHNL experimental program has provided data
suited fox just this time interval, namely the decay
heat during the first hundred sec after shutdown
due to fission products created during the last few
hundred sec prior to shutdown. The decay heat in
this time interval is dominated by the short-lived
fission products lacking well-measured nuclear
properties, i.e. those nuclides for which "estimates"
must be made of the needed nuclear properties to
be included in the data files. The present experi-
ment has provided completely separate beta- and
gamma-ray spectral distributions which should provide
even more information for improving the data bases
used in the calculations. In fact, the optimal
result of study of our experimental results vill be
a calculational system capable of computing the
decay heat correctly and reliably not only for bench-
mark experiments such as the recent measurements,
but also for conditions found in operating reactors.
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